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Mingle︱Chongqing

It’s announced by Chongqing Tourism Administration that by the end of the first half

of 2013, 50 top hot spring tourism projects have invested RMB 1.73 Billion, 27 of

them has opened to the public with the total ticket revenue of RMB 225 Million under

the great reputation of “Global Capital of Hot Spring”.

It’s introduced by the Vice-mayor of Chongqing Municipality, Ms. Tan Jialing, that

hot spring resources in Chongqing were abundant with unique characteristics and

brand images. Great efforts and supports would be devoted to the development of hot

springs and tourism industry in the second half of 2013, so as to promote the impacts

and fame of “Global Capital of Hot Spring”.
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Mingle Zhao︱Hebei

As reported, Weichang Manchu and Mogol Autonomous County, Chengde City,
Hebei Province has launched a large spring park project with the investment of RMB
ONE Million.

It’s introduced by the project managing department that the whole project was
planned to cover 667 hectares, with the themes as “Ecology, Culture, Wellness,
Leisure, and Low-carbon”. It’s planned that this world spring park would consist of
about 20 spring cultural zones with varied foreign styles, like Spanish Zone, Holland
Zone, Russian Zone, Italian Zone, etc. It has been to the start-up stage, and the whole
project will be finished after 8 years.
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Mingle Zhao︱Dalian

In order to promote the cooperation of hot spring industry and thalassotherapy
between La Charente Maritime and Dalian, 7 delegates from France paid visits on
Dalian recently.

The Vice-Mayor of Dalian Municipality, Mr. QU Xiaofei held receptions and
meetings with the visiting delegation, stated the importance of developing mutual
cooperation regarding economic, trading, and tourism between two cities. It’s reported
that the long-lasted friendship between two cities had been developed for years. Great
supports have been offering to projects conducted by both parties at Dalian.

During the visit, representatives from the Dalian Branch of China Hot Spring Tourism
Association and hot spring enterprise, investors attend the face-to-face meeting with
French delegation for further communication and understandings. French delegation
was invited to pay visits on two thalassotherapy centers which are under construction
now.
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